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Summary 
While developing guidelines how to prevent brain injuries caused by an impact load on the head, it is 
necessary to have a good understanding of what is happening in the skull during and just after the 
impact. As in vivo measurement is hardly possible, numerical models play an important role in this 
research. 
A powerful type of numerical model is the Finite Element (FE) model. In such model a constitutive 

of bmh tissue, vdidathg the mmerica! ca!ci?latims ai.b firdhg a x h i c  €9~- brcth tissue, hcts been 
analysed and optimised during this traineeship. 
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The experimental setup consist of a cup, filled with a mimic for brain tissue (gelatine), that is rotated 
transiently around its vertical axis by a stepping motor. The movements of markers that are attached to 
the upper surface of the gelatine and the cup are recorded with a high speed camera. The images are 
analysed by means of an image processing system to obtain the co-ordinates of the markers in each 
image. 

The first step in the process of analysis and optimisation has been the implementation of a high speed 
digital camera. This camera allows for high recording frequencies (used is 4500 Hz, 256x256 pixels) 
and accurate marker detection (because of the direct digitisation). 

During the second step, improving the quality of the recorded images and thus facilitate the marker 
detection, three different measures have been taken. Firstly special powerful lighting equipment is used 
to illuminate the experiment, because of the high recording frequency of the camera. For this purpose 
so-called cold lights are used, that have infrared filters to avoid drying of the material that is to be 
tested. Secondly the experiment is illuminated with diffuse light to avoid reflections in the gelatine that 
complicate the marker detection. Thirdly the markers are painted black and certain parts of the cup and 
the surrounding are made white, to increase the contrast between the markers and their surrounding. 

The third step has been the development of an algorithm for converting the Cartesian marker co- 
ordinates in pixels to polar co-ordinates in millimeters and radians. The first assumption of this method, 
equal scaling factors for x and y direction, appeared to introduce no error, but this depends on the 
process of aligning the camera parallel 5to the observed surface. 
The second assumption, no movement of the rotation point of the cup, seems to introduce no error, but 
this needs further exploration. The method that has been used to determine the location of this rotation 
point, is based on the fact that all perpendicular bisectors of the world marker trajectories cross in the 
rotation point. This method introduces an error that is about 10 times the standard deviation of the 
marker detection process, which implies that improving the accuracy of the experiment should start 
here. 

Finally a pilot experiment has been executed. The radial displacements of the markers on the mimic 
were large (10%) relative to the dimensions of the cup. The rotational displacements of the markers on 
the mimic were large (max. 200%), relative to the rotation of the cup. Further it has been observed that 
the rotation of the cup was not as prescribed, due to limitations of the stepping motor. These limitations 
can partially be relieved by introducing a transmission. It is noted that, in spite of what is expected, 3 
dimensional effects play an important role in the deformation of the gelatine. 
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1 Introduction 

Experiment 

1.1 Outline of the field 

measured data 

Since the maximum speed of automobiles, motorcycles and mopeds has increased and they have become 
more popular, traffic accidents have become a significant problem in modern society. As a result of 

These loads may, under specific circumstmces, cause severe br2ia tr2um,a. [wismms et. al., 19941 
A good understanding of what is happening in the skull during and just after the impact, is essential for 
developing good brain trauma prevention devices. Unfortunately it is not possible to record this response 
in vivo. Therefore a different approach has to be developed. Such approach is a numerical model of the 
head, of which the most powerful type is the Finite Element (FE) model. 
To be able to make such FE model, it is necessary to obtain the material parameters of, for example, the 
skull and the brain. A powerful approach to estimate these parameters, the so-called “mixed numerical 

such zcciderits i k  hüïìîari budy, arid esijcciazy the hezd, caiì be suujccted tu eÄtïcïììe iïììpact :ualls. 

FE model 

experimental method” has been developed by Hendriks [Hendriks, 19911. In this method the 

calculated data 

experimental data and the outcome of the numerical calculation are compared for obtaining new 
estimates for the material parameters (see figure 1.1). The advantage of this approach is its capability to 
achieve local estimates for the material parameters in case of inhomogenous materials. 

Parameter adiustment 
model error t 

figure 1.1: Mixed experimental numerical method [Hendriks, 19911 

Apart from estimating material properties by means of the mixed numerical experimental method, the 
experiment can be used for vaïidating the resuits of caicuiations. As the numericai modeis are based on 
assumptions and certain numerical algorithms are used to solve them, it is necessary to compare the 
outcome of a numerical simulation to experimental results. This allows for differentiating between 
material responses, model errors and numerical effects. 
Finally there is a need for a mimic for brain tissue, as experiments with brain tissue will introduce 
problems like conservation and preparation of the samples and differences between individual samples. 
This mimic can be found by comparing the response of a certain material to the response of brain tissue 
in a well designed experiment. 
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1 Introduction 

1.2 Problem definition 
It is believed that shear strains, as a result of fast rotational loads on the head, are one of the major 
causes for brain injuries [Holbourn, 19431, [Margulies, 19871, [Ljung, 19751. Michielsen designed an 
experiment, that can be used in the mixed numerical experimental method, to investigate local loading 
due to fast rotation [Michielsen, 19961. In this experiment the material that is to be tested is subjected to 
a transient rotational load. The load is applied by putting the material, gelatine as a mimic for brain 

the upper surface of the cup and the gelatine and a high speed film camera is used to record the marker 
displacements during the experiment. 
This traineeship is a continuation of the project of Michielsen. Its objectives can be divided into three 
parts: 
0 optimisation of the experimental setup for maximum accuracy, 
0 introduction of high speed video instead of high speed film, 
0 implementation of data processing in Matlab for a more accurate, faster and more convenient 

presentation of experimental data. 

tiSSCP iE this C l E P ,  i9 a cyhh-ical cllp that is retatel by a rtepphg metnr. Mnrkm hzve hem plnced en 
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2 Experimental setup 

2. I Introduction 
In this chapter the experimental setup that is used to apply a transient load to the material will be 
discussed. 

of these wil! be discussed Ister. 

-1:- _ _ L  .... __.._ f _ L _  -c.7 _ _ _ _  :-+. _.__. L ^ _  L L -  -_.i L L -  _L -__I: i_____ A _ -  _-A LL- _^____I^ c: __I^ 0 I\ r ^ _ L  
1nIS XlUp LUIISlSLb O1 3 íIIaJU1 I)alLbi LUC LUI), 111C b1CI)I)lIlg IIIUlUI i.Il1U LIK L a l l l G l a  [ S E  1 1 g U l G  L.1). C d G I I  

camera 1 n r 
I 

I 

I 

. I, pc 
O 

u I / s t e p m o t o r  

figure 2.1: Experimental setup 

In short, the experiment can be described as follows. The (axisymmetric) cup, filled with gelatine, is 
placed onto the stepping motor. This stepping motor rotates transiently, driven by a pulse that is 
generated by the pc. The motions of the markers that are placed on the upper surface of both the cup 
and the gelatine are recorded by means of a high speed digital camera. 
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2 Experimental setup 

2.2 Cup and markers 
The sample of the material that was to be tested (gelatine) was placed 
in the cylindrical cup, that is displayed in figure 2.2. The cup is made 
of perspex (polymethylmetacrylate, PMMA), which makes it 
transparent. This cup was rotated transiently around its vertical axis 
to apply a load to the material. To make this possible the cylinder 
was designed to be placed onto the axis of a stepping motor. 
The use of markers made it possible to determine the movement of 
both the cup and certain discrete points in the upper layer of the 
testing material during the experiment. It is obvious that the markers 
in the testing material should influence the mechanic behaviour of 
this material as little as possible. For this purpose small (01 mm) 
polystyrene balls had been selected. The density of polystyrene at 
room temperature is about 1.05 times the density of water at 4 “C. 
The density of the gelatine is about the same as the density of water. 
This means that no additional major inertia effects due to the markers 
were expected. 
Twelve markers had been placed on the upper surface of the cup. 
These markers are referred to as “world markers” and the characters 
A to M are assigned to them. After placing the material into the 
cylinder, the same sort of markers were attached to the upper surface 
of the material. These markers are referred to as “object markers”. 

4 36 mni 

figure 2.2: Cup and markers 

* 

Using a gelatine, attaching the markers was be done by heating the upper surface of the gelatine (for 
example by placing it under a hot light bulb) and then scattering the markers on the surface. When the 
gelatine restiffened, the markers were fixed in the upper layer of the gelatine. 

2.3 Stepping motor 
The transient rotation is applied to the cup by means of a stepping motor (Berger Lahr VRDM 3913í50 
LW). The rotational signal that was measured by Margulies [Margulies, 19871, see figure 2.3, 
functioned as a basis for the applied transient rotation. 

 O.^ 
time (ms) 

3 

figure 2.3: Cup rotation vs. time according to 
[Margulies, 19871 
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2 Experimental setup 

The following mathematical function has been chosen to prescribe the angular velocity signal: 

Where al and b are constants, f is the frequency and t is the time. [Michielsen, 19961 
The motor is driven by an analogue signal that is generated by the pc. There is a linear relation between 
the angular velocity w and the prescribed voltage V. This relation is given by: 

w(t) = a, s i n ( 2 ~ f t ) e - ~ f ‘  (2- 1) 

The rIx%Xirriu?r, mg2h -iecity 9mux 2Ed the \x?!tuup a- v,,, ut which the m2ximLIm 2?Igd2r vdncity is 
achieved, c m  be adjusted on the stepping motor. 
The characteristic Fourier spectrum of the cup is displayed in figure 2.4. 

40 I I I I I I 

I I 
-u 

O 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 
f iHz1 

figure 2.4: Fourier spectrum of prescribed cup rotation 

The analogue signal is programmed in LabView. LabView makes it possible to program so called 
“Virtual Instruments” (VI’S) that control the process in the desired way. The LabView VI’S that are 
used are called “pulse generator.vi” and “pulse waveform.vi”. 
In these VI’S the following parameters have been chosen (see equations 2.1 and 2.2 and Appendix P): 

table 2.1: parameters for applied load 

To avoid translation and rotation of the body of the stepping motor during the experiment, this body is 
fixed in a stiff steel construction. 

2.4 Camera 
A high speed digital video camera (Kodak Ektapro ES Motion Analyser) was used to record the marker 
displacements. It produces 8 bit images (256 grey values) of 256x256 pixels [Spee, 19971. The 
(default) recording frequency that was used in this experiment was 4500 images/second, but it is 
adjustable. The images were stored in an internal RAM memory and then uploaded to a computer for 
further processing. 
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2 Experimental setup 

Although the maximum recording time of the camera is limited to about 600 ms, triggering of the start 
of the camera and the stepping motor was not necessary. Manually starting the VI that controls the 
stepping motor and the camera at the same time worked fine. 

2.5 Measures for optimal images 
To assure optimal results of the image processing system, three sorts of measures have to be taken. 
Firstly it is noted that because of the high recording frequency, special lighting equipment should be 

contah zn infrared filter have been used in this experiment. 
Secondly the images should be free of reflections. These reflections occur when the light is reflected into 
the lens of the camera by the tested material. When the cup and its contents are lightened by diffuse 
light, this problem can be avoided. This was done by placing a large cylinder (circa 012 cm) of plain 
white paper around the cup and let the light go through this paper to diffuse it. 
Thirdly the contrast between the markers and their surroundings should be as high as possible to enable 
the image processing system to detect the markers. To achieve this the markers are painted black. On 
the other hand the stepping motor and its surrounding were made white with a sheet of plain white paper 
and the bottom of the cup was painted white. 

USPJI, Ts ux,~&j &-yiiAg ~f &e pateriu! x&ei, uskyg pe\x;erfid! I~pp, sp-ia! y y  SU!!& “cold !uppc” that 
Y” 
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3 Image processing 

3. I Introduction 
After performing the experiment as described in the previous chapter, the recorded images were 
iiploaded to a pc and stored as hdivid~a! €Yes in the general TIFF file format. The image processing 
software package Tim’n;indows is used to determine the co-ordinates of the markers iri every image. 

3.2 Pre-processing of the images 

figure 3.1: Original (a), inverted (b)  and thresholded image (c) 

The uploaded images were pre-processed before the actual marker detection took place. An example of 
an original image, in which some labels have been printed, is displayed in figure 3.la. 
This image is first inverted, which means that grey value (GV) O becomes 255, GV=1 becomes 
GV=254, etcetera (see figure 3.lb). 
The last step of the pre-processing is thresholding the inverted image (see figure 3.1~) .  Thresholding an 
image means: set all grey values below a certain criterion GV, to GV=O and set all grey values above 
GV, to GV=255. The histogram of the inverted image is displayed in figure 3.2. The peaks in the 
interval OIGV190 represent black and dark grey 
pixels: the gelatine, the cup and its surroundings. 
The ‘‘hill” around GV=215 represents pixels that 
are almost white: the markers. If the criterion 
GV, is chosen in the interval 1001GV1180 all 
markers become white, while the rest of the 
image becomes black. The exact value of the 
criterion GV, has to be found by iterating for 
every experiment. If it is chosen too low, noise 
will be introduced, if it is chosen too high, 
information may be lost. 

figure 3.2: Number of pixels vs. grey value 
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3 Image processing 

3.3 Marker detection 
When one image is pre-processed as described above, TimWindows is able to identify every white spot 
in the image as a so-called “object”. It can calculate the co-ordinates (in pixels) of the centre of gravity 
of every object. 
For processing a sequence of images, the total process (pre-processing and marker detection) has been 
automated. The TimWindows command file marker.cmd that had been written by Michielsen 

detects the mirkers a d  stores the co-ordhates in i! fik that ci!n be weCs with Mathb, theil loads the 
next image, etc. 
The command file allows for working with 2 sorts of markers: world markers (on the cup) and object 
markers (on the gelatine). Labelling the objects in the image as “object marker”, “world marker” or 
“trash” (ignore) has to be done only for the first image. For all other images i TimWindows will search 
for the nearest object in the previous image i-l and label the object in image i the same. 

[hAichielsell, 1?96], hus beel2 uu;ustPM! J fer use i2 tkls experiaellt. I t  leuds elle ixiage, pre-pr=cesses it, 
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4 Data processing 

4. I Introduction 
The files with marker co-ordinates that are generated by TimWindows contain matrices with the 
Ca-utesiz~ marker Co-ordinates in pixels. As the experiment is axisymmetric (supposing that the material 
is nomogenoüs aid Esûtïûpic), it is cû~vciìieïìt eûiiveït the Cartesi2~ mirker co-ordimtes to plm co- 
ordinates. 
This conversion is divided into three steps. First the marker co-ordinates in pixels are converted to 
millimeters. The next step is finding the rotation point and move the origin of the Cartesian co-ordinate 
system to this point. Finally the actual conversion from Cartesian to polar co-ordinates is performed. 
For the structure of the matrices in Matlab: see Appendix C. 

. 1  

4.2 Image co-ordinates to “real” co-ordinates 

4.2.1 Introduction 

object space 

..._..____. . 

X 

figure 4.1: Projection of point in object space 
onto image plane 

The image recording of the upper surface of the cup and the testing material (“the object space”) is in 
fact a projection of all object points O in the object space to image points Z in the image plane (the 
digitised image) (see figure 4.1). The co-ordinate system in the image space is determined by the U axis, 
the V axis and a certain origin B. The co-ordinate system in the 2 dimensional object space is determined 
by the x axis, the y axis and a certain origin A.  
After processing the images, the co-ordinates of the marker in the image plane are obtained. Before 
coming to a quantitative conclusion, it is necessary to convert these co-ordinates from the [ U,vJ image 
plane (pixels) back to the [x,y] object plane (millimeters). 

4.2.2 Standard method 
The most straightforward method for conversion of these co-ordinates can be used if the image plane 
and the object plane are parallel. This is the case if the CCD chip of the camera is aligned parallel to the 
object plane, distortions caused by the camera lens are small, the CCD chip is nxn pixels and the pixels 
are square. Furthermore it is required that the rotation a of the [U,V co-ordinate system to the [x,y] 
system and the location of A and B can be chosen freely. 
Since the experimental setup seems to comply with these conditions, conversion of the marker co- 
ordinates is performed in the following manner. 

9 



4 Data processing 

First the U axis is “turned over”, so that V=256 [pix] becomes V’=O [pix] and V=O [pix] becomes 
V’=256 [pix]. This must be done because of the incompatibility between TimWin, that has the V axis 
from top to bottom of the image, and Matlab, that has the y axis from bottom to top. 

The next step is calculating the scaling factors Al (U direction) and A2 (V’ direction) that determine both 
the projection of the object plane onto the CCD chip of the camera and the digitisation of this projection. 
These two processes are coupled in the factor A. 

P V 
I ___._. -.- ._.- e- _ _ _ _ _  ~ ._.-.. ------ ____---. .._...- u ___..---- __-.. ___-___.___.. -------- ______... -.- -_____-  -~--.- 
-m---------- 
Q 

figure 4.2: 2 markers in image space 

The relation between object en image co-ordinates can be described by: 
2 2 

( U P  -vQ) =a?(xP - X Q )  + % ( Y ,  -YQ)’ (4.1) 
If AI equals AZ, which is the case if the image plane and the object space are parallel and camera 
distortions are small, this can be written as: 

2 
(U. - U ,  I2 + (vp - v,) = a 2 d i e  (4.2) 

In which dPe is the distance between marker P and Q in the object plane. 
If the origin of the co-ordinate system in the object plane coincides with the origin of the co-ordinate 
system in the image plane, the marker co-ordinates in the object space can be calculated from: 

[:I = $1 (4.3) 

This is implemented in the Matlab routine pix2mm.m (see Appendix J). 

If the experimental setup doesn’t comply with the conditions of parallel planes and small camera 
distortions, a more general approach is required. An example of such approach is developed by Wilson 
[Wilson, 19811 (see Appendix A). 

4.3 Deierminaiion of rofaiion poini 

4.3.1 Introduction 
To be able to convert the Cartesian marker co-ordinates to polar co-ordinates and recognise the 
axisymmetry of the experiment, it is important to know the location of the rotation point of the cup. 
After calculating the rotation point, the origin of the co-ordinate system (x,y) is shifted to this point. 
The developed methods are based on the following facts. Firstly it is important to make a difference 
between a situation in which the rotation point does not move during the experiment and situation in 
which it does. In the first case the position of the camera with respect to the cup is fixed and therefore 
the rotation point doesn’t move in the image plane, in the second case the rotation point moves in the 
image plane as a result of disturbances. If the rotation point moves in the image plane, it is necessary to 
calculate its location for every image separately. It is assumed that the disturbances are small during 
this experiment, but this assumption needs further exploration. 
Secondly it is noted that the world markers are not placed on a perfect circle. This makes it impossible 
to fit a circle through the world marker positions on one image to determine the centre of the cup. 
Besides that it is not sure that the exact location of the rotation point is in the centre of the cup. 

10 



4 Data processing 

Finally it is remarked that the cup does not make a full rotation in this experiment, which makes it 
harder to fit a circle through the trajectory of 1 marker. 

4.3.2 Average co-ordinates 
The first possible way to estimate the co-ordinates of the rotation point is calculating the average x and 
y co-ordinates of the 12 world markers that are labelled A to M: 

(4.4) 

If the markers are homogeneously spread over the cup and their number is relatively large, this method 
gives a good indication of the position of the rotation point. 
This method is implemented in the Matlab routine rotp0int.m (see Appendix L) that is used by the 
routine pix2mm.m (see Appendix J). 

4.3.3 World marker trajectories 

figure 4.3: Rotation of 2 markers around [xo,yo] 

The second way to estimate the location of the rotation point is based on the fact that the trajectory of 
the world markers on the edge of the cup should be a (part of a) circle, when the cup is rotated around 
the centre of rotation [xg, yo]. 

The initial position of marker 1 is [xz, yz], the position on image i ("ending point") is [xz, yz]. The vector 
that gives the line Zz that connects the starting and ending point of marker 1 is: 

[ ;I = [;I] + a, [xz - "'1 (4.5) 
Y2 -Y1 

The perpendicular bisector kz of ZI is given by: 

11 



4 Data mocessinrr 

The same can be done for marker 2 with starting point [x3, y3] and ending point [x4, y4]. This results in 
the foiiowing equation for kz: 

The two perpendicular bisectors should cross in the rotational point [xo,yo]. This point is given by 
[&,/$I for which: 
i[ x1 +x2 ] + pl[ y2 -”] = +[ x3 +“.I+ p2[  Y4 -Y3  ] 

Y1 + Y 2  x1 -x2 Y3 + Y 4  x3 -x4 

Solving equation (4.8) and substituting the result in (4.6) gives the co-ordinates of the centre of rotation: 

Because of inaccuracies, solving equation (4.9) once will not give the exact co-ordinates of the centre of 
rotation. Therefore it is necessary to estimate the co-ordinates [xo, yo]. The maximum number of 
intersection points that can be calculated after processing 2 pictures of a cup with N world markers is 
(N-I)!. Calculating (N-I)! pairs of co-ordinates may cost a lot of time, so it is better to make a good 
choice for the bisectors kl and kz. 
A possible choice is calculating the intersection points for marker A and D, B and E, . . ., K and A, ..., 
M and C. This limits the number of calculations to N and gives the best possible accuracy for every 
intersection point as the two vectors will be more or less perpendicular. 
The N calculations of the intersection points result in N pairs of co-ordinates. The mean values of these 
co-ordinates are an estimate for the co-ordinates of the rotation point. 
This method is implemented in the Matlab routine determ.m (see Appendix E), that is used by the 
routine pix2mm.m (see Appendix J). 

4.3.4 Fit circle through trajectories 
The third possibility to estimate the co-ordinates of the rotation point is to fit a circle through the 
trajectory of each world marker. The centres of these circles should be the rotation point of the cup if no 
noise is present. 
To eliminate this noise, an estimate for the co-ordinates of the rotation point can be found by calculating 
the mean x and y co-ordinate of these centres. As the cup only makes about 1/10 of a full rotation, it is 
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4 Data processing 

expected that small inaccuracies will have a large effect on the result of this method, which is not yet 
implemented in Matlab. 

4.4 Cartesian to Polar co-ordinates 
All marker co-ordinates (x,y) are converted to polar co-ordinates (r,q) to 
be able to come to conclusion with respect to the rotation and the 
axisymmetric properties of the experiment. 
The rûdia! cv-vr&l,zte is cz!cdzteU “err,: 

The rotational co-ordinate is calculated from: 

y 

7 2  = x2 + y2 (4. io> 

figure 4.4: Cartesian and 
X polar co-ordinates of any 

given point 

tail(cp)= 2 (4.1 i> 

These equations are implemented in the Matlab routine rphi.m 
(Appendix M) . 

The Matlab arctangent routine atan2.m that is used, calculates rotational co-ordinates -76 5 q 5 n. To 
avoid discontinuities in the q co-ordinate for markers that cross the negative x axis, a conditional 
statement that detects and fixes this discontinuities is also implemented in rphi.m. 

13 



5 Experimental results 

5. I Introduction 
The experiment was executed as described before. For this experiment the cup had been filled with 4 
mass percent gelatine that had stiffened at 2°C for about 150 minutes. The experiment was executed at 

The cmfigw-atior, 2t t=O [SI is shown is Appendix B, the marker tïajectoïies in figure 5.  I. 
..fifi- 
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figure 5.1: Object and world marker trajectories 
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5 Experimental results 

5.2 Cup rofafion 
The rotation of the cup is shown in figure 5.2. 
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figure 5.2: Cup rotation vs. time 

The main rotation is achieved during the first 20 [ms]. A small oscillation is visible after this interval. It 
is not clear what has caused the cup to oscillate. 

The Fourier spectrum of this signal is shown in figure 5.3. 
Clearly visible is a DC component forf= O [Hz]. Furthermore a peak at aroundf= 140 [Hz] is present. 
This peak is caused by the oscillation after t = 20 [ms]. 
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figure 5.3: Fourier spectrum cup rotation 
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5 Experimental results 

5.3 Angular object marker motions 
The rotation q(t)-q(û) of the object markers, labelled as indicated in Appendix B and figure 5.1, and of 
the cup is displayed in figure 5.4. 

I I 
O 50 1 O0 150 200 250 300 350 

time [rns] 

-0.2‘ 

figure 5.4: Rotation of object markers 1, 2 and 3 and cup ( ‘c’) 

It is clear that the marker movements are larger in the centre of the cup than near the border. Besides 
that figure 5.4 shows that the oscillations of the object markers are larger than the oscillation of the cup. 

-0.2 I I I I f I I , I , I 
O 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

time [ms] 

figure 5.5: Rotation of object markers 1, 2 and 3 and cup (‘c’)  

The first 100 [ms] of figure 5.4 are displayed in figure 5.5. The fact that inertia effects play a role in the 
experiment is illustrated with the interval O < time < 15 [ms] in this figure. 
The cause of the “dip” in the rotation of marker 3 around t = 40 [ms] is unknown. 
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5 Experimental results 

5.4 Radial object marker motions 

: !  : 
-0.8 I I I , I I 

O 50 1 O0 150 200 250 300 350 
time [mc] 

figure 5.7: Radial movements object marker 2 

The radial movements of object marker 2 are plotted in the graph in figure 5.7. The radial movements of 
this marker are relatively large (lo%), compared to its original radial co-ordinate r(t=O) r= 8.5 [mm]. 

figure 5.8: Fourier spectrum radial movements object marker 2 

The Fourier spectrum of the signal that is displayed in figure 5.7 is drawn in figure 5.8. There is a DC 
component around f = O [Hz], probably caused by inaccuracies. Further the first and second resonance 
frequencies atf= 50 [Hz] andf= 100 [Hz] are quite clear. 

The maximum radial movement of the object markers depends on the radial co-ordinate at t = O [SI. This 
becomes clear in 
figure 5.9. There seem to be three effects. Firstly a larger movement as the radial co-ordinate r 
increases, due to a “centripetal force” F = m d r .  Secondly a decreasing movement near the rotation 
point, as a certain movement dr gives a larger strain dr/r and thus a larger stress for smaller radial co- 
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5 Experimental results 

ordinates r. Thirdly the movements decrease when the markers are near the edge of the cup. The 
markers near the rotation point (6, 8 and 10) move less, probably because of a smaller centripetal force 
m d r  and a relative large strain. The markers near the edge of the cup (4 and 12) hardly move in radial 
direction, probably because of the presence of this edge. The markers in between are affected by all 
three effects. 

1.2 
, o3 I 

oei- - - - ,  

-:o5 - - - L 

2 4 6 a i o  12 14 
O 
O 

figure 5.9: Maximum radial movement of all markers vs. radial co-ordinate 
at t=O [SI 

The experiment seems to be axisymmetric. The markers with an initial radial co-ordinate r(0) > 8 [mm] 
support this statement. Markers 3, 7, 9 and 13 support this statement, although there is a large spread. 
Marker 10 does not give information. 
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6 Discussion 

6. I Reproducibilify 
As this experiment has been executed only twice, it is hard to conclude much about its reproducibility. 
In general it can be said that a perfectly designed and executed experiment is 100% reproducible. This 

c~-cùr6tacces, the ïejUks w;:: be 
t5e saxe. Eowever SQKE rexaks c m  be mde.  
The wiiy in wkch the mwkers z e  iittached to the gelathe may influence the wateria! properties of the 
upper layer of the gelatine. When heating this layer to melt it and allow the markers to sink, the 
evaporation of water out of the gelatine may be significant. 
When the experiment was repeated with gelatine that had stiffened 5 hours instead of 21/? the 
movements of the markers were smaller than in the experiment that is described in chapter 5. This can 
easily be seen when the marker trajectories are compared (figure 5.1 and figure 6.1). Therefore it is 
concluded that the material properties of the used gelatine depend on the time the gelatine has stiffened. 
This is a large disadvantage for the reproducibility of the experiment. 

-skleE it is e.cùt& agx;ï iklC sarie way aïld >Gcdeï &e 
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figure 6.1: Marker trajectories; gelatine stiffened 5 hrs. 

6.2 Cup rotation 
When comparing the prescribed angle vs. time (figure 2.3 ) with the realisation (figure 5.2), it becomes 
clear that the stepping motor is not capable to rotate the cup as prescribed. The maximum rotation is 
reached in about 15 [ms], which is fast enough. The maximum rotation that is reached, however, is 
about half of the desired maximum angle. As the cup is far lighter than the rotating parts of the stepping 
motor (< 5%),  the inertia effects of the internal mass of the stepping motor seem to be the cause. A 
possible solution for this problem is to implement a transmission in the experimental setup. In the case 
the cup is rotated by the stepping motor via a transmission, higher accelerations should be possible. 
The second problem with regard to the cup rotation is the oscillation. Its cause is unknown. As the 
frequency is about f = 140 [Hz], the main voltage cannot be the cause. Furthermore the oscillation is 
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6 Discussion 

about ‘/3m of a full rotation, while the stepping motor rotates in 1000 steps, which means that this is no 
oscillation between two steps. 

6.3 Accuracy 
As the experimental setup is not calibrated, it is not possible to give an exact analysis of the accuracy. It 
is possible, however, to make some remarks concerning the accuracy of the experiment. 

The accuracy of the Cartesian marker co-ordinates in pixels is d e t e r m ~ d  by the image reinli-&nn 
(256x256 pixels), the marker size and the accuracy of the image processing system. An indication of 
this accuracy can be obtained by analysing the situation of a non-moving cup. After making 100 
pictures of a non-moving cup with 18 object markers, the (x,y) co-ordinates of these markers are 
determined. For a qualitative example, see figure 6.2. 
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132.98 
L 

132.97 

‘ 132.96 z 
E 132.95 

132.94 

.- 
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(d 

132.93 ’ 
O 20 40 60 80 1 O0 

image nr. 

figure 6.2: qualitative example of x co-ordinate of a non-moving marker 

For each of these markers the standard deviations o,,i and oy,i can be calculated [Chatfield, 19831. The 
mean standard deviation o, and o,, obtained by calculating the average of these 18 realisations, are 
estimates for the accuracy of the first part of the data processing. This results in o, = o, = 0.0229 
[pix], which is 0.0229/256 = 8.9 E-5 of the total image height. 

The next step, “flipping” the y-axis, does not effect the standard deviation. Moving the origin of the co- 
ordinate system over a constant distance adds a certain value to the standard deviation. If the actual 
rotation point does not move, this is a constant value for all images, which is in the order o = 0.25 [pix]. 
If the standard conversion method is used, converting the co-ordinate system from pixels into 
millimeters makes the standard deviation A times as big (A is the conversion factor [mm/pix]). 
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6 Discussion 

Problems occur when the conversion from Cartesian to Polar co-ordinates is performed. The unknown 
errors dx  and dy in de Cartesian co-ordinates don't have the same influence for all marker positions: 

X Y  at- ar X 

ax ay Jxz+y2 Jx2+y2 i" r 

acp & 
& ay x 2  + y 2  x2 + y 2  r 2  r 

dx+ y dy=-dx+-dy dr = -dx + -dy = 

X Y X 
y dx+ dy = - -dx + T d y  d q  = -dx + -dy = - 

(6.12) 

(6.13) 

It is evident that the accuracy, especially in the rotational 9 direction, is less for markers near the 
ïoiatlon po&. This implies that it is riot possible to Ueteïirifie a Shgk staridaïd Uevuiatiûn fûï the ITiaïkeï 
pûsitions in (7; q). 

Finally it is noted that an error may be introduced by setting the factors ;II and A2 equal. The presence 
of this phenomenon can be illustrated by plotting the distance at time t minus the distance at t = O [SI 
between 2 world markers (figure 6.3). 

1 
I 

O 50 1 O0 150 200 250 300 350 
time [ms] 

-12' 

figure 6.3: Distance between two world markers minus distance at t = O in 
millimeters vs. time 

i nere seems to De a direct relation between the distance between the worici markers on one hand and the 
cup rotation and the original co-ordinates of the markers on the other hand. This implies that an error is 
in fact introduced by assuming that AI = AZ. However the order of this error is abut the same as the 
marker detection accuracy, so no action is necessary. 
The dip in the distance between world the markers 1 and 12 around t = 20 [ms] cannot be explained. 

-1 
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6 Discussion 

6.4 Plane strain numerical model 
If the radial co-ordinate of object markers 2, 5,  11 and 14 (see Appendix B) versus the time are plotted, 
the graph of figure 6.4 is obtained. 

figure 6.4: radial co-ordinate of object marker 2, 5, 11 and 14 vs. time 

Because these four markers have approximately the same radial co-ordinate at t = O Es] and their r co- 
ordinates increase and decrease simultaneously, the area in between them increases and decreases. As 
the gelatine is supposed to be incompressible, this means that 3 dimensional effects play a role in the 
experiment. This implies that the numerical model that is used to describe this experiment must be 3 
dimensional as well, unless a plane stress model can be used. 
The numerical model, that has been developed by Michielsen { Michielsen, 19961 for application in the 
numerical-experimental method, used plane strain elements to describe the gelatine. This can only be 
done if no 3 dimensional effect occur in the experiment. 



7 Conclusions and recommendations 
An experiment that has been designed for estimating material parameters of brain tissue using a mixed 
numerical experimental method, validating numerical models of the head and finding a mimic for brain 
tissue, has been analysed and optimised. During this process a pilot experiment has been executed, 
which lead to the following results: 

In general the accuracy in radial direction is about lo//oo of the radius of the cup. The accuracy in 
rotational direction strongly depends on Y co-ordinate and cannot be determined. 

The applied rotation on the cup is smaller than the desired rotation. This can be solved by 
implementing a simple transmission. Besides that the cup shows a small oscillation. Its cause is 
unknown, but it has had hardly any influence in this experiment. The oscillation frequency of the cup 
might be near a resonance frequency of another material in future experiments, so caution is 
recommended. 

The assumption that the rotation point does not move during the experiment needs further 
exploration. Besides that the general accuracy of the experiment can be improved by improving the 
algorithm that detects this rotation point. 

The material properties of gelatine depend on the time that the gelatine has stiffened. This makes this 
gelatine no ideal mimic for brain tissue, as its behaviour is not well reproducible. 

The object marker rotations are large (max. 200%), relative to the applied rotation on the cup. The 
radial movements of the object markers depend on their initial radial co-ordinate and are relatively 
large (10%). 

The experiments appeared to be 3 dimensional instead of planar as was expected. Therefore a plane 
strain FE model is not suitable for describing the phenomena that occur in the experiment. 

To compare different responses, it will be necessary to implement in Matlab calculation of the strain 
fields that occur in the gelatine. This may cause severe difficulties, as the experiment is 3 
dimensional and the obtained data are 2 dimensional. 
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Appendix A: Conversion method “Wilson” 

[‘I= 

If the experimental setup doesn’t comply with the conditions stated in 4.2.2 (parallel planes and small 
camera distortions), a more general approach is required. An example of such approach is developed by 
Wilson [Wilson, 19811 (see figure A.l). 

Ex+ Fy + Gz + 1 

Hx+Jy+Kz+L 

figure A. I: Projection of O on I [Wilson, 19811 

The object point O in the 3D object space in projected on point I in de 2D image plane (the CCD chip). 
In case of no lens distortions, the focal point N, I and O are collinear. 
The co-ordinate system in the image plane, that lies at distance s of the focal point N, is determined by 
the nu vector, the n,, vector and point B. The co-ordinate system in the object space is determined by the 
n, vector, the ny vector, the n, vector and point A. Furthermore the (n,nb,n,) vector basis is introduced. 
Ir? this basis the .nc vector is perpendicular to the imige plane, is parallel with .gii 2nd xb is parallel 
with n,,. Any point in the object space is described by the co-ordinates (x,y,z), These co-ordinates can be 
converted to (a, b, c)  co-ordinates by a general 3D rotation matrix, which is determined by the angles a, 
pand y 
It can be proven that the digitised image co-ordinates can be calculated from: 

pX+By+Cz+D1 
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Appendix A Conversion method "Wilson" 

The parameters A to L are determined by the following parameters: 
the co-ordinates of (xo,yo,zo) of point A with respect to point N 

0 the co-ordinates (uo,vo,s) of point B with respect to point N 
the angles u, j3, ythat determine the rotation of (nx,npnz) to (n,,nb,n,) 

0 the scaling factors ;Ir and A2 for digitising the image co-ordinates (u,v) in millimeters to (U,V) in 
pixels 

If the executed experiment is 2 dimensional, it is obvious that z = O is valid for all poinfis in the object 
hl 

eqmtioz 4.6 a e  irrelevmt. 
The remairiing 8 parameters are calculated from: 

spa"c, -*F1ich is ïlu-* aIi &@.i pp&ric. If tbds is ti,e it is û"viû-as ik,-& tble païaïlle~eïs c, G 

The digitised image co-ordinates (Ul,&) and the accompanying real (xi,yi) co-ordinates in an arbitrary 
co-ordinate system of at least 4 control points are needed for solving this equation. If more control 
points are available (in this experiment 12 world markers), a least squares method can be used for 
solving it [Strang, 19881. 
The "Wilson" method is not fully implemented in Matlab yet. 
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Appendix B: Configuration at t = O [SI 

figure B.l: original image at t=O [s] 

object [o] and world [+I markers at t=O 

"18 

270 

figure B.3: [r, q] marker co-ordinates at t=O [s] 



Appendix C: Matrices in Matlab routines 
The Matlab routines generate the following matrices: 
o Time: 

Tt'l 

o =  

0 Cartesian object marker co-ordinates: 
xl(t1) yl(t1) e . .  xn(t1) yn(t1)' 
xl(t2) yl(t2) e . .  xn(t2) yn(t2) 

x l ( tN)  yl(tN) - * *  xn(tN) xn(tN) 
Cartesian world marker co-ordinates: 

xl(t1) yl(t1) xn(t1) yn(t1) 
xl(t2) yl(t2) xn(t2) yn(t2) 

x l ( tN)  yl(tN) 0 . .  xn(tN) xn(tN) 

w =  

0 Polar object marker co-ordinates: 
ri(t1) ql(t1) *.. 
rl(t2) ql( t2)  * * *  

rl(tN) ql( tN)  * * e  

rl(t1) ql(t1) * * .  

coordo = . I :  i i 
0 Polar world marker co-ordinates: 

L' r l l t N 1  \-. / qI(5.N) ... 

Polar object marker movements: c o  

rn(t1) qn(t1) 
rn(t2) qn(t2) 

rn(tN) qn(tN) 

... O O O 

rl(t2) - ri(t1) ql( t2)  - ql(t1) * rn(t2) - rn(t1) p ( t 2 )  - qn(t1) 
move-o = 

Lrl(tN) - rl(t1) q l ( t N )  - ql(t1) rn(tN) - rl(t1) qn(tN) - p(t1) 
Polar world marker movements: 

O O ... O O 

rl(t2) - rl(t1) ql( t2)  - ql(t1) * * .  rn(t2) - rn(t1) p ( t 2 )  - qn(t1) 

rl(tN) - rl(t1) ql( tN)  - ql(t1) . - -  rn(tN) - rl(t1) qn(tN) - p(t1) 

movew = 



Appendix C Matrices in Matlab routines 

Cup rotation 

Mean object marker movement (of no use): 

phi-o 
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Append i x û : tot a I. m 
% total .m 
% 
% main program for processing data (marker coordinates), 
% that result from postprocessing tiff images. 
% 
% object coordinates "O" are read from m-file "o.m" 
% world coodinates "W" are read from m-file "w.m" 
% 
% written by Michiel Roersma 
% jan/feb 1998 

t= [O:dt: (size (O, 1) -1) *dt] ; 

% TRANSFORM (x,y) CARTHESIAN OBJECT COORDINATES INTO (r,phi) POLAR 
% COORDINATES 
coordo = rphi(0) ; 

figure (2 ) 
clg 
graphrf(coordo,coordw,l) 
title('object [o] and world [ + I  markers at t=O') 

VI 



Appendix D: tota1.m 

[move-o,phi-o] = relmov(coordo); 
[movew,phi-w] = relmov(coordw); 

disp(l I )  

disp('command "matrices" displays this listing again') 
d i s p ( '  ' !  

figure($) % figure window for extra graphs 
clg 



Appendix E: determ.m 
function [xp, yp, point] = determ (coord) 

% function [xp,yp,point] = determ(coord) 
% 
% gives coordinates of rotation point "xp" and "yp" by calculating 
% intersection points "point" of perpendicular bisectors. 
% 
% written by Michiel Roersma 
% feb/mrt 1998 

point= [ ] ; 
nummark=size (coord, 2) /2 ; 
tmax=size (coord, 1) ; 
global mark1 mark2 mark3 mark4 mark5 mark6 
global mark7 mark8 mark9 mark10 mark11 mark12 

xl = coord(l,2*markl-l); % marker A 
x2 = coord(tmax,2*markl-l); 
y1 = coord (1,2 *mark1 ; 
y2 = coord(tmax,2*markl); 
x3 = coord(l,2*mark4-1); % marker D 
x4 = coord(tmax,2*mark4-1); 
y3 = coord(l,2*mark4); 
y4 = coord(tmax,2*mark4) ; 

xo=. 5" (Xl+X2+ ( (y2-yl) * ( (xl+x2-x3-x4) * (x3-x4) + (yl+y2-y3-y4) * (y3-y4) ) ) / ( (x3- 
x4) * (yl-y2) - (Xl-X2) * (y3-y4) ) ) ; 
yo=. 5" (yl+y2+ ( (Xl-X2) * ( (xl+x2-x3-x4) * (x3-x4)+ (yl+y2-y3-y4) * (y3-y4) ) ) / ( (x3- 
x4)*(yl-y2)-(xl-x2)*(y3-y4))); 

xo=. 5* (Xl+X2+ ( (y2-yl) * ( (xl+x2-x3-x4) * (x3-x4) + (yl+y2-y3-y4) * (y3-y4) ) ) / ( (x3- 
x4) * (yl-y2) - (Xl-X2) * (y3-y4) ) ) ; 
yo=.5*(yl+y2+((x1-x2)*((xl+x2-x3-x4)*(x3-x4)+(yl+y2-y3-y4)*(y3-y4)))/((x3- 
x4) * (yl-y2) - (Xl-X2) * (y3-y4) ) ) ; 
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y2 = coord 
x3 = coord 
x4 = coord 
y3 = coord 
y4 = coord 

tmax,2*mark3); 
1,2*mark6-1); % marker F 
tmax,2*mark6-l); 
1,2*mark6); 
tmax,2*mark6); 

xo=.5* (xl+x2+ ( (y2-yl) * ( (xl+x2-x3-x4) * (x3-x4)+(yl+y2-y3-y4) * (y3-y4) ) ) / ( (x3- 
x4)*(yl-y2)-(xl-x2)*(y3-y4))); 
yo=.5*(yl+y2+((x1-x2)*((xl+x2-x3-x4)*(x3-x4)+(yl+y2-y3-y4)*(y3-y4) ) ) /  ((x3- 
x4) * (yl-y2) - (Xl-X2) * (y3-y4) ) ) ; 

xl = coord 
x2 = coord 
y1 = coord 
y2 = coord 
x3 = coord 
x4 = coord 
y3 = coord 

1,2*mark5-1) ; % marker E 
tmax,2*mark5-l); 
1,2*mark5); 
tmax,2*mark5); 
1,2*mark8-1); % marker H 
tmax,2*mark8-l); 
1,2*mark8); 

y4 = coord ( tmax, 2 *mark8 ) ; 

xo=. 5* (xl+x2+ ( (y2-yl) * ( (xl+x2-x3-x4) * (x3-x4) + (yl+y2-y3-y4) * (y3-y4) ) ) / ( (x3- 
x4) * (yl-y2) - (Xl-X2) * (y3-y4) ) ) ; 
yo=. 5* (yl+y2+ ( (Xl-X2) * ( (xl+x2-x3-x4) * (x3-x4) + (yl+y2-y3-y4) * (y3-y4) ) ) / ( (x3- 
x4) * (yl-y2) - (Xl-X2) * (y3-y4) ) ) ; 
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xl = coord(l,2*mark7-1); % marker G 
x2 = coord(tmax,2*mark7-1); 
y1 = coord(l,2*mark7); 
y2 = coord(tmax,2*mark7); 
x3 = coord(l,2*marklO-l); % marker K 
x4 = coord(trnax,2*marklO-l); 
Y3 = coord(l,2*markl0); 
y4 = coord (tmax, 2*markl0) ; 

x0=.5*(xl+x2+((y2-y1)* ((xl+x2-x3-x4 
x4)*(yl-y2)-(xl-x2)*(y3-y4))); 
y0=.5*(yl+y2+((xl-x2)*( (xl+x2-x3-x4 
x4) * (yl-y2) - (Xl-X2) * (y3-y4) ) ; 

* (x3-x4 

* (x3 -x4 

+ (yl+y2-y3-y4) * (Y3-Y4) ) ) / ( (x3- 

+(yl+y2-y3-y4)*(y3-y4)))/((x3- 

xo=.5*(x1+x2+((y2-yl)*((xl+x2-x3-x4)*(x3-x4)+(yl+y2-y3-y4)*(y3-y4)) )/((x3- 
x4) * (yl-y2) - (Xl-X2) * (y3-y4) ) ) ; 
yo=.5*(yl+y2+((x1-x2)*((xl+x2-x3-x4)*(x3-x4~+~yl+y2-y3-y4)*(y3-y4)))/((x3- 
x4) * (yl-y2) - (Xl-X2) * (y3-y4) ) ) ; 
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~0=.5* ( ~ 1 + ~ 2 +  ( (y2-yl) * ( ( ~ 1 + ~ 2 - ~ 3 - ~ 4 )  * ( ~ 3 - ~ 4  

~0=.5*(~1+~2+((~1-~2)*((~1+~2-~3-~4)*(~3-~4 
x4) * (yl-y2) - (xl-x2) * (y3-y4) ) )  ; 

x4) * (yl-y2) - (Xl-X2) * (y3-y4) ) ) ; 

+ (yl+y2-y3-y4) * (Y3-Y4) 1 )  / ( (x3- 

+ (yl+y2-y3-y4) * (Y3-Y4) 1 )  / ( (x3- 

xo=. 5* (xl+x2+ ( (y2-yl) * ( (xl+x2-x3-x4) * (x3-x4)+ (yl+y2-y3-y4) * (y3-y4) ) ) / ( (x3- 
x4) * (yl-y2) - (Xl-X2) * (y3-y4) ) ) ; 
yo=.5* (yl+y2+ ( (Xl-X2) * ( (xl+x2-x3-x4) * (x3-x4) + (yl+y2-y3-y4) * (y3-y4) ) ) / ( (x3- 
x4) * (yl-y2) - (Xl-X2) * (y3-y4) ) )  ; 

%for tel=l:nummark-1 

xl = coord(l,2*tel-l); % marker 'I tel 'I 

x2 = coord(tmax,2*tel-l) ; 
y1 = coord(l,2*tel); 
y2 = coord(tmax,2*tel); 
x3 = coord(l,2*tel+l); % volgende marker 
x4 = coord(tmax,2*tel+l); 
y3 = coord(l,2*tel+2); 
y4 = coord(tmax,2*tel+2); 

%xO=.5* (xl+x2+ ( (y2-yl) * ( (xl+x2-x3-x4) * (x3-x4) + (yl+y2-y3-y4) * (y3-y4) ) ) / ( (x3- 
x4)*(yl-y2)-(xl-x2)*(y3-y4))); 
%yo=. 5* (yl+y2+ ( (Xl-X2) * ( (xl+x2-x3-x4) * (x3-x4) + (yl+y2-y3-y4) * (y3-y4) ) ) / ( (x3- 
x4) * (yl-y2) - (Xl-X2) * (y3-y4) ) ; 

%point=[point;xO,yO]; 

%end 

%for tel=nummark 
% 
% xl = coord(l,2*tel-l); 
% x2 = coord(tmax,2*tel-l); 

% laatste marker 
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% y1 = coord 
% y2 = coord 
% x3 = coord 
% x4 = coord 

1,2*tel); 
tmax,2*tel); 
1,l) ; 
tmax, 1) ; 

% marker 1 

% y3 = coord(l,2); 
% y4 = coord(tmax,2) ; 
% 
%xo=.5*(x1+x2+((y2-yl)*((xl+x2-x3-x4)*(x3-x4)+(yl+y2-y3-y4)*(y3-y4) ) )/((x3- 
x4) * (yl-y2) - (Xl-X2) * (y3-y4) 1 )  ; 
%yo=. 5*  (yl+y2+ ( (xl-x2) * ( (xl+x2-x3-x4) * (x3-x4) + (y1+~2-~3-y4) * (y3-y4) ) ) / ( (x3- 
y4) * ( y 1 - y 2 )  - (yI-y2) * (y3-yLI) ) ) ; 
% 
%point= [point; x0, y0 1 ; 

%end 
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Appendix F: graphrf.m 
function graphrf(coord-o,coord-w,t) 

% graphrf(coord-o,coord-w,t) 
% plots position of polar object coordinates coord-o 
% and polar world coordinates coord-w at time increment t 
% 
% written by Michiel Roersma 
% feb 1998 

numomark = size(coord-o,2)/2; 
numwmark = size(coord-w,2)/2; 

clg 

polar(coord~w(t,2:2:2*numwmark),coord~w 

hold on 

polar(coord~o(t,2:2:2*numomark),coord~o 
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Appendix G: graphxy.m 
function graphxy(coord-o, coord-w, t) 

% graphxy (coord-o , coord-w, t ) 
% plots position of object coordinates coord-o 
% and world coordinates coord-w at time increment t 
% 
% written by Michiel Roersma 
% jan/feb 1998 

clg 
hold on 
axis ( ' equal ' 

for i=l:numomark 
plot(coord-o(t,2*i-l),coord-o(t,2*i),'wo') 
text(coord_o(t,2*i-l)+O.l,coord~o(t~2*i),num2str(i)) 

end 

hold on 
for j =1: nummark 

plot(coord-w(t,2*j-l),coord-w(t,2*j),'w+') 
text(coord-w(t,2*j-l)+O.l,coord-w(t,2*j),num2str(j)) 

end 

xlabel( 'x [mm] ' ) 
ylabel( 'y [mm] I ) 
grid on 
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Appendix H: matricesm 
% matrices.m 
% 
% displays matrices 

) - - - - - - - - _ _ _ - - I  

disp ( i O 
disp ( 'W 
disp ( ' coordo 
point ) 
disp ( ' coordw 
point ) 
di sp ( ' move-o 
relative to time 
di sp ( ' movew 
relative to time 
di sp ( ' phiw 
di sp ( ' phi-o 
disp ( ' t 
disp(' ' )  
disp(' I )  

absolute object marker coordinates') 
absolute world marker coordinates') 

polar object marker coords, relative to rotation 

polar world marker coords, relative to rotation 

movement of object marker coords in [r,phil, 

movement of world marker coords in [r,phil, 
increment 1') 

increment 1') 
average motion of world markers, [r,phil') 
average motion of object markers, [r,phil, of no use') 
time [msl ' ) 



Appendix I: pathpkm 
function pathplt(coordo,coordw) 

% pathplt(coordo,coordw) 
% plots path (trajectory) of object markers (green) of "coordo" 
% and world markers (red) of "coordw" 
% 
% marker number is placed at starting point of trajectory 
% 
% written by Michiel Roersma 
% jan/feb 1998 

f o r  i=l:size(coordo,2)/2 
trajecto(coordo,i) 
text(coordo(l,2*i-l),coordo(l,2*i),nm2str(i)) 
hold on 

end 
for j=l :size (coordw, 2 / 2  

trajectw(coordw, j) 
text(coordw(l,2*j-l),coordw(l,2*j),num2str(j)) 
hold on 

end 
xlabel ( 'x [mml ' ) 
ylabel( 'y [mml ' ) 
title('trajectories, marker number at starting point') 
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Appendix J: pix2mm. m 

% [O,Wl = pix2mm(O,W) 
% 
% converts marker coordinates from pixels into mm 
% and moves axes to rotation point. 
% O = object marker coordinates 
% W = world marker coordinates 
% 
% written by Michiel Roe- sma 
% jan/feb/mar 1998 

for i=l:tmax 
O(i,2:2:2*numomark) = 256-0(i,2:2:2*numomark); 
W(i,2:2:2*numwmark) = 256-W(i,2:2:2*numwmark); 

end 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
% plot world markers first image 
figure (1) 
ClSJ 
hold on 
axis ( I equal ) 
for j =1: numwmark 

plot(~(1,2*j-l) ,w(l,2*j), 'w+') 
text (w( 1,2* j -1) +O. l,w(l, 2* j ) ,num2str (j) ) 

end 
hold on 
for i=l:numomark 

end 
.......................................................... o--------------------------------------------------------- 

% ask who is who 
markl=input('geef nummer van marker A I ) ;  

U ( 1 ) =W ( 1,2 *markl-1 ) ; 
V (1) =W (1,2 *markl) ; 
mark2=input('geef nummer van marker B 
ü(2)=W(1,2*mark2-1) ; 
V(2)=W(1,2*mark2) i 
mark3=input('geef nummer van marker C I ) ;  

U ( 3 ) =W ( 1,2 *mark3 -1) ; 
V(3 ) =W (1,2*mark3 ) ; 

plot(0(1,2*i-l),O(l,2*i),'wo') 

' 1 ;  
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mark4=input('geef nummer van marker D I ) ;  

U (4) =W (1,2*mark4-1) ; 
V(4)=W(1,2*mark4); 
mark5=input('geef nummer van marker E I ) ;  

U (5) =W (1,2*mark5-1) ; 
V( 5) =W (1,2*mark5) ; 
markó=input('geef nummer van marker F I ) ;  

U (6) =W (l12*mark6-1) ; 
V( 6) =W (1,2*mark6) ; 
mark7=input('geef nummer van marker G ' 1 ;  

V (7) =W (l12*mark7) ; 
mark8=input('geef nummer van marker H I ) ;  

U ( 8 ) =W ( 1,2 *mark8-1) ; 
V( 8) =W (1,2*mark8) ; 
markg=input('geef nummer van marker J I ) ;  

U ( 9 ) =W ( 1,2 *mark9 - 1 ) ; 
V( 9) =W (1,2*mark9) ; 
marklO=input('geef nummer van marker K I ) ;  

U ( 1 O ) =W ( 1,2 *mark1 O - 1 ) ; 
V(lO)=W(1,2*marklO); 
markll=input('geef nummer van marker L I ) ;  

U(ll)=W(1,2*markll-l); 
V ( 11 ) =W ( 1,2 *mark11 ) ; 
markl2=input('geef nummer van marker M I ) ;  

U(12)=W(1,2*mark12-1) ; 
V ( 12 ) =W ( 1,2 *mark12 ) ; 

( 7 ) =IA! ( 1 , 2 *g.;rrk7 - 1 ) ; 

% ask for method 
method=menu('Conversion method?', 'Wilson', 'Standard') ; 

% measured coordinates 
x=[200.22,208.30,213.71,215.30,212.41,206.05,197.65,189.60,184.03,182.51,18 
5.36,191.87] ' ;  

1-76] ' ;  
~~[0,-2.87,-9.49,-17.86,-25.94,-31.35,-32.99,-30.11,-23.67,-15~41,-7.24,- 

% least sqaures estimate of parameters 
param=inv(A'*A)*A'*[U;V]; 

% constants for transformation from ü,V to x ,y  
a=param ( 3 ) *param ( 7 ) -param (2 ) *param ( 8 ) ; 
b=param(5) *param(8) -param(7) ; 
c=param (2 ) -param ( 3 ) *param ( 5 ) ; 
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d=param ( 2 ) *param ( 6 ) -param ( 1 *param ( 7 ) ; 
e=param(4)*param(7)-param(5)*param(6); 
f =param ( 1 ) *param ( 5 ) -param ( 2 ) *param ( 4 ) ; 
g=param ( 1 ) *param ( 8 ) -param (3 ) *param ( 6 ) ; 
h=param ( 6 ) -param ( 4 ) *param ( 8 ) ; 
j =param ( 3 ) *param ( 4 -param ( 1) ; 

for rnrk=l:numwmark 
W( im, 2*mrk-1) = (a+b*W( im, 2*mrk- 

W(im,2*mrk)=(g+hxW(im,2*mrk-l)+j*W(im,2*mrk) ) / (d+e*W(im,2*mrk- 
1) +c*W (im, 2 *mrk) ) / (d+e*W (im, 2 *mrk-1) +f *W (im, 2*mrk) ) ; 

l)+f*W(im,2*mrk)); 
end 

end 
graph- ( O ,  W, 1 ) 
pause 
p--------------------------------------------------------- o--------------------------------------------------------- 

% move axes to rotation point 
choice=menu('Method for determination of rotation point?', ... 
'average coordinate', 'perpendicular to trajectory'); 
if choice==l 

elseif choice==2 

end 

[xO,yO]=rotpoint(W,l); 

[xO ,yo, point I =determ (W) ; 

for i=l:tmax 
for j =1: numomark 

0(i,2*j-î) = O(i,2*j-l)-xO; 
O(i,2*j) = O(i,2*j)-yO; 

end 

for k=l:numwmark 
W(i,2*k-l) = W(i,2*k-l)-xO; 
W (i, 2*k) = W(i,2*k) -yo; 

end 

end 

elseif method==2 

choice=menu('Method for determination of rotation point?', . . .  
'average coordinate', 'perpendicular to trajectory'); 
if choice==l 

elseif choice==2 

end 

[xO,yOl =rotpoint(W,l) 

[xO ,yo, point] =determ (W) 
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% move axes to rotation point 

for i=l:tmax 
f o r  j =1: numomark 

0 ( i, 2 * j - 1 ) 
O(i,2*j) = dydp*(O(i,2*j)-yO); 

= dxdp* ( O ( i, 2 * j - 1 ) -xO ) ; 

end 

for k=l:numwmark 
IA! ( i, 2 * k- 1 ) = &dp* (\A! ( i, 2 * 1.- 1 -xc ) ; 
W (i, 2*k) = dydp*(W(i,2*k)-yO); 

end 

end 

end 



Appendix K: re1mov.m 
function [coord,phi] = relmov(coord1) 

% [coord] = relmov(coord1) 
% 
% calculates motion of markers relative to 
% marker position at first time increment 
% 
% written by Michiel Roersma 
% jan/feb 1998 

9--------------------------------------------------------- o--------------------------------------------------------- 

% PARAMETERS 
% 
% numark = number of markers 
% 
% tmax = highest time increment counter 
% 
% coord = rel. coordinates (r,phi) of markers 
% 
% coordl = absolute coordinates (r,phi) of markers 
% 
% phi = average rotation of markers at time incr. t 
% relative to time increment 1 
% 
% phidif = rotation of marker i at time t, relative to increment 1 
% 
% phisum = sum of phidif at time increment t 

nummark = size(coordl,2) /2; 

tmax = size(coord1,l); 

coord = zeros (size (coordl) ) ; 

phi = [I ; 

for t=l:tmax 
phidif = [ I ;  
for i = 2:2:2*nummark 

phidi f = coordl (t, i) -coordl (1, i) ; 
coord(t,i) = phidif; 

end 

phi = [phi;mean(coord(t,2:2:2*nmark)) I ;  

for j = 1:2:(2*nmark-l) 
rdi f = coordl(t,j)-coordl(1,j); 
coord(t,j) = rdif; 

end 
end 
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Appendix L: r0tpoint.m 
function [xO,yO] = rotpoint (coord, t) 

% [xO,yOl = rotpoint (coord, t) 
% 
% gives average x and y coordinate x0 and y0 
% of row t of world markers matrix coord 
% 
% if the number of world markers is high and the markers 
% are homogenously divided on the cup, x0 and y0 are 
% estimates for the coordinates of the rotation point of the cup. 
% 
% written by Michiel Roersma 
% jan/feb 1998 

nummark = size (coord, 2) /2 ; %number of markers 

xo = o; 
yo = o; 
for i = 1:nummark 

xo = x0 + coord(t,2*i-l); 
y0 = y0 + coord(t,2*i); 

end 

xo = xO/nummark; 
Yo = yO/nummark; 



Appendix M: rphi.m 
function [coordrf] = rphi (coordxy) 

% [coordrf] = rphi (coordxy) 
% 
% gives polar object marker coordinates in r and phi COORDRF 
% as a function of the carthesian object coordinates in x and y COORDXY 
% 
% written by Michiel Roersma 
% jan/feb 1998 

% 
% 
% 
% 
% coordxy 
% 
% 
% t  
% 
% 
% numark 
% 
% i  

[rl(tl) phil(t1) r2(tl) phi2(tl) ... 
rl(t2) phil(t2) r2(t2) phi2(t2) ... 

... 1 

= matrix containing coordinates object markers in x and y 
same structure 

= nr of time increment 
( =  row number of coordinates matrix) 

= number of object markers 

= counter 

nummark = size(coordxy,2)/2; 

coordrf = zeros (size (coordxy) ) ; 

for t=l 
for i = 1:nummark 

coordrf(t,2*i-l) = sqrt( coordxy(t,2*i-1)"2 + coordxy(t,2*i)"2 

coordrf(t,2*i) = atan2( coordxy(t,2*i) , coordxy(t,2*i-l) ) ;  
) ;  

end 
end 

if size (coordxy, 1) >1 

for t=2 :size (coordxy, 1) 
for i = 1:nmark 

coordrf(t,2*i-l) - - sqrt i coordxy(t, 2*i-1) ̂2 + 
coordxy(t,2*i) "2 ) ; 
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coordrf (t,2*i) = atan2 ( coordxy(t,2*i) , coordxy(t,2*i-l) 
1 ;  

% avoid "jumping" of phi from -pi to +pi 
if coordxy (t, 2 *i) <O & coordxy (1,2*i) >O & coordxy (t ,2 *i- 

1) <o 
coordrf(t,2*i) = 2*pi+coordrf(t,2*i); 

elseif coordxy (t ,2*i) >O & coordxy ( 1,2 *i) < O  & 
coordxy(t,2*i-l)<0 

coordrf(t,2*i) = -2*pi - coordrf(t,l*i); 
end 

end 
end 

end 
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Appendix N: traject0.m 
function trajecto(coord,nummark) 

% plots trajectory of object marker "nummark" 
% carthesian coordinate matrix "coord" 



Appendix O: trajectw.m 
function trajectw (coord,nummark) 

% plots trajectory of world marker "nummark" 
% carthesian coordinate matrix "coord" 

axis ( ' equal ' ) 
plot(coord(:,2*nummark-l!,coord(:r2*nmark)c'w:') 
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Appendix P: Parameters stepping motor 
parameter 

PO0 
PO 1 

.- 
value description 

O 
2.3 Max. motor current TA1 

PO2 999 I Acceleration [Hzlms] 
I PO4 

P20 
40.0 1 Max. Velocity [ H z ]  
O00 I 

~ 1 

I P91 I 1.0 I Fast manual meed FkHzl 1 

P74 
P90 

P99 I i I parameter menu (on/off) 

O00 Deceleration [Hzlms] 
0.1 Slow manual speed [kHz] 
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